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 More about what’s possible to report, than a 
discussion of evaluation results.

 Analysis: common ways to represent 
timing/tracking data

• Most/least frequently visited areas

• Time spent

• Visitor behavior

 Data  Visualization: two ways to visualize 
timing/tracking data

• “Heat” Maps

• Paths

What I’ll cover today





Most/Least Frequently 
Visited Areas



Number of areas visited in 
Sant Ocean Hall: overall vs. 
unique areas

Data can be presented as an aggregate 
(median number of areas visited overall)…



Percentage of visitors in each 
area of the Sant Ocean Hall 
(n=88)

… or the number of visits to each 
specific area. 

Most Frequently 
Visited

Least Frequently 
Visited



Time Spent



Time spent in Sant Ocean Hall:  
overall vs. unique areas (in 
minutes:seconds, median) 

Similarly, time spent can be presented 
overall or for each specific area. 

Most Time Spent

Least Time Spent



Visitor Behavior



Percentage of visitors 
demonstrating selected 
behaviors in the Sant Ocean 
Hall (n=88)

Visitor behavior data can be presented as 
percentage of visitors engaging in each 

behavior…



… or as the number of times a behavior 
happens.

Number of occurrences of 
selected behaviors in the Sant 
Ocean Hall (median) (n=88)



“Heat” Maps

Can be for one variable or 
a combination of variables



Combination: visitation and time spent, 
with some behavior as well.



Paths Taken



Two paths in these data: “right turn” and 
“straight ahead”



 There is a lot you can do with timing and 
tracking data!

 Besides descriptive information, you can 
explore your data more comparatively.

• Comparisons among groups based on group 
demographics (e.g., groups with kids vs. 
without kids)

• Comparisons among groups based on 
timing/tracking characteristics (e.g., groups on 
“right turn” vs “straight ahead” or long vs. 
short visit groups)

Conclusions
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